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Abstract
Urban spatial-temporal flows prediction is of great importance to traffic management, land use, public safety, etc.
Urban flows are affected by several complex and dynamic factors, such as patterns of human activities, weather,
events and holidays. Datasets evaluated the flows come from various sources in different domains, e.g. mobile phone
data, taxi trajectories data, metro/bus swiping data, bike-sharing data and so on. To summarize these methodologies
of urban flows prediction, in this paper, we first introduce four main factors affecting urban flows. Second, in order to
further analysis urban flows, a preparation process of multi-sources spatial-temporal data related with urban flows is
partitioned into three groups. Third, we choose the spatial-temporal dynamic data as a case study for the urban flows
prediction task. Fourth, we analyze and compare some well-known and state-of-the-art flows prediction methods in
detail, classifying them into five categories: statistics-based, traditional machine learning-based, deep learning-based,
reinforcement learning-based and transfer learning-based methods. Finally, we give open challenges of urban flows
prediction and an outlook in the future of this field. This paper will facilitate researchers find suitable methods and
open datasets for addressing urban spatial-temporal flows forecast problems.
Keywords: Urban flows prediction, Spatial-temporal data mining, Data fusion, Deep learning, Urban computing
1. Introduction
Forecasting urban flows is strategically important for traffic management, land use, public safety, etc. For city
managers, they can pre-discover the traffic congestion that may occur in the city, deploy traffic in advance, and ease
traffic congestion. For businessmen, they can find the crowded regions or potential business investment areas to gain
greater business benefits. For public, they can improve their own travel plans in advance, stagger the peak of travel,
and choose a more convenient way to travel. From the perspective of people’s travel mode, urban flows contain crowd
flow, traffic flow and public transit flow, etc.
However, urban flows prediction is not an easy issue. First, there are some main factors affecting urban flows,
which can be classified into four groups. Daily flows activity patterns: They are the main patterns of urban flows,
including working day commute, going to and back from school and other daily repeated activities. Anomalies of
flows activity patterns: Although daily flows activity patterns are main patterns of urban flows, our mostly concern
is anomalies of flows activity patterns and certain areas such as an increase of urban traffic anomaly, because this
may lead to the phenomena of traffic congestion, social security, etc. For this kind of phenomenon, we can improve
traffic deployment to make people travel more convenient and enhance security emergency to make social order more
harmonious. Some urban events or activities will also affect the flows in the city. When temporary traffic control is
imposed on an area because of the construction of roads, there will be a corresponding decrease in flows in that area.
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Weather: It also has a certain impact on urban flows, such as heavy rain, smog and other extreme weather conditions.
It causes the number of people going out may decrease, while the number of people going out may increase when the
weather is sunny. Holidays: In addition, for holidays such as National Day holiday and Spring Festival holiday, there
may be cross-regional and surging flows, which is periodic in years. In terms of time, it also has a certain impact on
the urban flows on the date near the holiday, making the fluctuation of crowd flows last for a period of time.
Datasets we can obtain are almost spatial-temporal data, such as mobile phone data, taxi trajectories data, metro/bus
swiping data, etc., all of which have temporal dependence and spatial correlation. How to deal with spatial-temporal
data is also a very valuable and fundamental problem.
In addition, predicting urban flows requires determining the level of forecasting, in terms of space, such as the
entire city, regional, and street-wide level; in terms of time, such as the next 15 minutes, the next hour, the next 24 hours
of urban flows in each regions. Different prediction levels require different precision and different processing methods.
Apart from the objective factors mentioned above, there are also some unmeasured subjective travel intentions of the
population, which are very difficult to study and haven’t any breakthrough on it before.
The contribution of this paper lies in three folds. First, urban flows prediction from spatial-temporal data is
systematically reviewed. Second, we divide the typical and representative methods into five categories for urban flows
prediction and mainly analysis the deep learning-based methods. Third, some public spatial-temporal datasets for
urban flows forecasting are shared for facilitating research.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we partition the multi-sources spatial-temporal data
preparation process into three groups. In Section 3, we choose the spatial-temporal dynamic data as a case study for
the urban flows prediction task. In Section 4, we analyze and compare some well-known and state-of-the-art flows
prediction methods in detail, classifying them into five categories: statistics-based, traditional machine learning-
based, deep learning-based, reinforcement learning-based and transfer learning-based methods. Finally, we give open
challenges of urban flows prediction and an outlook on the future of this field.
2. Data preparation
Multi-sources data from urban must be processed and prepared for further data analysis. In this section, we
partition the preparation process into three groups, they are shown as below.
2.1. Spatial-temporal datasets
The datasets used for urban flows prediction are most spatial-temporal data. From the characteristic perspectives
of spatial and temporal, we can divide the datasets into three categories, which they are spatial-temporal static data,
spatial static temporal dynamic data and spatial-temporal dynamic data. According to data type of the spatial-temporal
datasets, there are point data and network data [1]. The spatial-temporal datasets are illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Types of spatial-temporal datasets.
Data type Spatial-temporal static Spatial static temporal dynamic Spatial-temporal dynamic
Point data POI and Events Air quantity data and Road monitoring data User check-in data and Phone signal data
Network data Road structure data Traffic flow data and Crowd flow data Taxi trajectory data and Public transit data
2.2. Map decomposition
It can be found that in cities, a large amount of data is spatial-temporal data, such as traffic data including bicycle
renting and returning data, taxi track data, metro card swiping data, etc. These data have time and space properties,
and are in a constantly changing state. We need to represent and measure these data at the time and space level.
In order to better process these spatial-temporal data, we should decompose the city map first. One decomposition
method is grid-based decomposition. For example, a DNN-based prediction model was proposed for spatial-temporal
data [2], which can capture both temporal and spatial properties. They defined a grid map based on the longitude and
latitude, partitioned the Beijing city in to an M*N grip map. For example, there is an entertainment region (i, j) that
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Figure 1: Grid-based map segmentation in Beijing and the black region is an entertainment area (Happy Valley Beijing).
lies at the ith row and the jth column in the grip map, as shown in Figure 1. This is a good presentation of dividing
region into some grids. Then they used in-flow and out-flow to measure the crowd flows in a region. Another is
road network-based map decomposition method which the vehicles’ GPS trajectories are mapped onto the city road
network. Unlike the mentioned method before, it can sufficiently take advantage of the road network’s information
and apply classical clustering approach for further refining. Howerver, it is not as convenient and simple as grid-based
decomposition method.
2.3. Dealing with data problems
When deal with spatial-temporal data, we may face many data problems. For example, data missing, data imbal-
ance and data uncertainty arise alonely or in combination. These conditions will reduce the accuracy and efficiency
of analysis result, so we review some methods to overcoming them.
2.3.1. Data missing
Due to sensor failures, communication errors, and other human factors, spatial-temporal data is often missing.
Data missing often brings negative impact to the subsequent data analysis, so it is necessary to study the problem
of data missing. At present, the main data missing processing method is to fill the missing value. For example,
Lee et al. [3] proposed a factorial hidden Markov model to revover missing values. Hoang et al. [4] divided a city
into low-level regions based on road network, and grouped adjacent these regions with similar crowd flow patterns
using graph clustering. It’s a novel and effective solution, but it’s not sure how to define similar crowd flow patterns
accurately. To consider temporal and spatial correlation, Yi et al. [5] proposed a spatial-temporal multi-view-based
learning (ST-MVL) methods to collectively fill missing value in a collection of geo-sensory time series data. This
method received good performance because of combining empirical statistic models, consisting of Inverse Distance
Weighting and Simple Exponential Smoothing, with User-based and Item-based Collaborative Filtering. Hence, we
can conclude that data missing in spatial-temporal datasets have an implicit spatiotemporal correlation.
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2.3.2. Data imbalance
Spatiotemporal data imbalance is mainly manifested in two aspects: data distribution imbalance and data label
imbalance. First of all, for the problem of imbalanced data distribution, Zheng et al. [6] proposed a semi-supervised
learning algorithm to deal with the problem of sparse training data caused by the lack of air monitoring stations. Then,
for the problem of imbalanced data label, Beckmann et al. [7] studied a KNN-based undersampling methods for data
balancing. Wang et al. [8] used a K-labelsets ensemble method based on mutual information and joint entropy to deal
with inblanced data. Gong et al. [9] presented a ensemble method using random undersampling and ROSE sampling
to solve the imbalance classification problem. So when we face the data imbalance problem, it’s a good choice to
determine data distribution or data label imbalance, and then apply these corresponding methods.
2.3.3. Data uncertainty
In the actual deployment of machine learning algorithm, in order to better explain the model and effectively deal
with the risk caused by data uncertainty, researchers proposed to adopt uncertainty quantification to alleviate the
problem of data uncertainty [10, 11]. Bayesian Deep Learning [12] is a kind of uncertainty quantification technique
which can learn the weight distribution of networks. Quantifying predictive uncertainty in neural networks, which as
a challenging problem, Lakshminarayanan et al. [13] proposed a model which puts uncertainty into the loss function
and is directly optimized through BP algorithm. Rangapuram et al. [14] combined state space models with deep
learning for probabilistic time series forecasting, this method keeps properties of state space models such as data
interpretability. Recently, more and more uncertainty quantification research works emerge in the traffic forecast
field, it could be hoped to be a novel direction for traffic forecast research.
3. Spatial-temporal data for urban flows prediction
In this section, we choose the spatial-temporal dynamic data (trajectories data) as a case study for the urban flows
prediction task because it as one of widely studied spatial-temporal data types in urban flows forecasting and it relates
more with our urban crowd flows and traffic flows prediction topic.
In the spatial-temporal data mining field, spatial-temporal (ST) data types can be divided into four categories [15],
which are different from the classification we mentioned in Table 1 above: (i) event data, which often occur at point
locations and times (e.g., a concert or a car accident), (ii) trajectory data, which refer to the trajectories of moving
objects (e.g., human, vehicle, animals), (iii) point reference data, where a continuous spatial-temporal field is being
measured at moving ST reference sites (e.g., surface temperature are measured by using weather balloons), and (iv)
raster data, whose measurements of an ST field are collected at fixed ST grids (e.g., air quality of Earth’s surface
collected by ground-based sensors). We can find that the ST events data and ST point reference data are point data,
while trajectories data and ST raster data are network data. They can be merged into the categories of spatial-temporal
datasets showed in Table 1. As we know, the derivation of trajectories data can be classified into four main categories,
which are human mobility, transportation vehicles mobility, animals mobility and natural phenomena [16]. In this
paper, the urban flows prediction task mainly aim at estimated and predict human mobility and transportation vehicles
mobility. Before starting data mining tasks for urban flows prediction, we should preprocess these spatial-temporary
dynamic trajectory data. The raw location traces are often collected by smartphones with GPS and WiFi or taxis
equipped with a GPS sensor. There are some spatial-temporal trajectory data preprocessing methods, consisting of
extracting the history of place visits, data filtering and statistics, trajectory compression, trajectory segmentation and
map matching [16, 17].
Extracting the history of place visits. From the analysis of the location traces, we can find that there are transitions
and stay points in trajectories data. Then using a gird clustering algorithm [17], the stay regions will be generated
from the set of stay points based on a given radius. So the history of place that users visited can be extracted. As
demonstrated in Figure 2, if we set the minimum time of stay points to 5 min, the bus station (P4) can be found in this
trajectory, and the stay region can be generated around the school (P9) about 1km radius. Based on these places with
timestamp information, some applications may appear, such as travel recommendation, business location and travel
time estimation.
Data filtering and statistics. Because of sensor’s error or other technical issues, there are some incomplete in-
stances or outliers in the trajectories data. To forecast urban flows well, we need to filter out these incomplete instances
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Figure 2: Stay points and regions in trajectories.
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Figure 3: Time-interval and stay points trajectory segmentation.
and outliers before prediction task. The filter step is significant to avoid biased estimates of prediction performance.
In order to find the trajectories distribution, we also need to perform some statistics analysis, such as mean, median,
the ratio between location and transitions, and how many places visited by a user during a given recording interval.
Trajectory compression. Let’s imagine this condition. We can collect time-stamped location every second even
more accurate time measurements for moving objects. It will cost plenty of communication, computing and storage
sources. To efficiently collected and leverage these data, we need to compress the trajectory data. There are two major
categories of trajectory compression methods. One is offline compression, such as Douglas-Peucker algorithm [18]
which replaces the original trajectory by an approximate line segment until the negligible error is below a specified
error. The other is online compression, such as Sliding Window algorithm [19] and Open Window algorithm [20] to
transmit trajectory data timely. They are window-based algorithms which fit the trajectory points in a sliding window
with a valid line segment and expand the sliding window until exceed specified error bound.
Trajectory segmentation. In order to classify or cluster trajectories to mine more useful knowledge, we need to
study trajectory segmentation before mining tasks. There are three common types of trajectory segmentation methods.
They are time interval-based, shape of a trajectory-based and semantic meaning-based methods. The first one is that
a trajectory is divided into some segments based on a given time-length (lager than the given threshold or the same
time interval), as illustrated in Figure 3. Due to the time length between p2 and p3 being larger than a given time
interval, so we can divide the trajectory into two segments (p1p2 and p3p7). The second one is that we can partition
a trajectory by the turning points with heading direction changing over a threshold [16]. The last one is based on the
semantic meaning of points in a trajectory. For example, in the travel speed estimation task, we often remove the stay
points from the GPS trajectories because the stay points may be location where taxi is waiting for passengers [21].
For example, from Figure 3, the trajectory points in the dotted box can be removed because of stay points (p4p5p6)
and the trajectory can be divided into two segments (p1p3 and p6p7). To find a walk-based segmentation [22, 23],
we also need to combine with the human mobility patterns and employ further semantic meaning-based trajectory
segmentation research.
Map matching. There are two major categories map matching methods. One is the additional information-base
method, and the other is the range of sampling points-based method. The first type of methods can be divided into
four groups: geometric [24], topological [25, 26], probabilistic [27, 28] and other advanced methods [29, 30, 31]. The
second type of methods can be divided into two categories: local and global methods. The local methods aim to find
a local optimal point based on the distance and orientation similarity. The global methods [32, 33] try to match an
entire trajectory with a road network.
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4. Techniques for urban flows prediction
Urban flows prediction is one of the spatial-temporal prediction tasks in urban computing field. There are some
related research work, such as air quality prediction [34, 35, 36], traffic flow prediction [37, 38, 39], and travel demand
prediction [40, 41, 42]. With the rapid development of Super first-tier city and the emergence of New first-tier city,
urban flows prediction has become more and more important in traffic management and public safety. From the
perspective of spatial forecasting measure, urban flows prediction can be divided into three categories, e.g., citywide-
level, region-level and road-level [4, 43, 44]. From the perspective of temporal prediction, urban flows prediction can
be divide into three categories, e.g., short-term, mid-term and long-term flows prediction [44, 45]. And we can find
that the problem of urban flows prediction has both spatial relation and temporal dependencies.
To solve the urban flows prediction problem, in recent years, there are many novel methods have been proposed.
The major methods can be classified into five categories: statistics-based methods, traditional machine learning meth-
ods, deep learning-based methods, reinforcement learning methods and transfer learning methods.
4.1. Statistics-based methods
In statistics-based methods, ARMA (Autoregressive Moving Average) [46] is a fundamental time series prediction
methods, and the variant method is ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) [47]. An integrated version
of ARMA model is also very popular in time-series prediction problems. You can use the Hyndman-Khandakar
algorithm for automatic ARIMA modelling in R [48]. The default procedure contains two steps [49] : (i) The number
of differences (0 ≤ d ≤ 2) is determined using repeated KPSS tests; (ii) The value of p and q are then chosen by
minimising the AICc (AICc is AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) with a correction for small sample sizes) after
differencing the data d times. Rather than considering every possible combination of p and q, the algorithm uses a
stepwise search to traverse the model space. And the process for forecasting is summarized in Figure 5. As an another
extension of the ARMA method, Seasonal Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average(SARIMA) method [50] can
catch intrinsic correlations in time series data, especially fit for modeling seasonal, stochastic time series that always
occur in traffic flow data. Although these classical time-series methods can capture temporal dependencies in time
series data, they can’t depict the spatial influence in urban flows prediction problems.
4.2. Traditional machine learning methods
Support vector regression (SVR) model is usually used in traffic flow prediction, for example, SVR with RBF
kernel multiplied by a seasonal kernel has been used in traffic flow forecasting with high prediction accuracy and
computational efficiency [51]. As one of non-parametric and data-driven methods, an enhanced K-nearest neighbor(K-
NN) algorithm applied in short-term traffic flow prediction based on identify similar traffic patterns [52]. Zhu et al.
studied a linear conditional Gaussian (LCG) Bayesian network(BN) model for short-term traffic flow prediction,
which considers spatial-temporal characteristics as well as speed information [53]. To tackle the task of estimating
the number of people who moved between cells, Akagi et al. [54] developed a probabilistic model based on collective
graphical models, which has considered movements to remote cells. As presented in Figure 4, the proposed method is
an unsupervised learning method and only needs input variables, which are spatiotemporal population data. Liu et al.
[55] developed a graph processing framework based traffic estimation (GPTE), which can capture traffic correlation
from taxi data and enable advanced traffic estimation at city-scale based on graph-parallel processing method. From
these previous traditional machine learning-based methods, we can conclude that these models mainly focus on short-
term traffic flow prediction and receive high prediction accuracy. However, traffic data explosion due to the increase of
traffic sensors and the rapid development of intelligent transport systems in recent years, traditional machine learning-
based methods are restricted with mining the deep, implicit spatial-temporal correlations in the big traffic data.
4.3. Deep learning-based methods
Deep learning-based methods are becoming main and popular methods for traffic spatial-temporal tasks. Due to
big data and strong computing power, the success of deep learning in many application scenarios motivate plenty of
deep learning-based methods in different areas, such as CNNs in computer vision [56, 57] and RNNs in sequence
learning tasks [58, 59]. In the next part, we will introduce the deep learning-based methods in detail.
In previous research work, there are many papers on human mobility prediction based on their history location
trajectories data [60, 61, 17]. They aim at providing context-aware services and other location-based services for
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Figure 4: The task of estimating people flow between cells. Input: population of each grid cell at each time; Output: the number of people who
move between cells over time. The map is divided by cells based on latitude and longitude.
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Figure 5: General process for forecasting using an ARIMA model.
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users, however, it may expose the privacy of users to others, so these data may be unavailable because of the policy
of protecting privacy. Compared with the human mobility prediction problem, to forecast urban crowd flows, we can
obtain more related datasets based on crowd-scale not individual-scale, e.g., taxi trajectories data, public transportation
system data (metro or bus card swiping data), bike-sharing data, road network data, weather data and so on. And it is
also of great importance to traffic management and public safety.
From the perspectives of people’s travel mode and urban flows type, we can divide the urban flows into three
categories: crowd flow, traffic flow, and public transit flow. Crowd flow usually can be concluded from users’ phone
signals and other vehicles GPS trajectories separately or synthetically. Traffic flow can mainly be estimated by using
taxi trajectories data. Public transport flow indicates that the movement passengers measured by public transit card
swiping data or bike-sharing data. If we want to measure the urban flows accurately, all the flow type need to be
prepared and analyzed synthetically. However, in practical scenario, it’s hard to receive all the urban flow type data of
a city and there are some complex relationships among these flows. Next, we will review and analysis the three types
of urban flows separately.
4.3.1. Crowd flow prediction
In recent years, there are many researchers focus on citywide-level traffic flow prediction [4, 62], to forecast the
citywide-level crowd flow. In the next part, before starting touch deep learning models, we will follow the related
definitions of the crowd flow prediction problem in advance [2].
Region [2]. There are many definitions of Region in terms of different scales and semantic meanings. In most
studies, they often partition a city into an I*J grid map based on longitude and latitude and a grid cell called a region,
as shown in Figure 1.
Inflow/Outflow [2]. Let P be a collection of trajectories at the tth time interval. A grid cell (i, j) means the ith row
and the jth column, the inflow and outflow of the crowds at the time interval t are defined respectively as
xin,i, jt = ∑
Tr∈P
|{k > 1|gk−1 < (i, j)∧gk ∈ (i, j)}| (1)
xout,i, jt = ∑
Tr∈P
|{k > 1|gk ∈ (i, j)∧gk+1 < (i, j)}| (2)
where Tr : g1→ g2→ ...→ g|Tr | is a trajectory in P, and gk is the geospatial coordinate, gk ∈ (i, j) means the point gk
lies within grid (i, j) , and vice versa, |·| denotes the cardinality of a set.
At the tth time interval, inflow and outflow in all I*J regions denote as a tensor Xt ∈R2∗I∗J where (Xt)0,i, j = xin,i, jt ,
(Xt)1,i, j = x
out,i, j
t .
Prediction Target [2]. Given the historical observation {Xt |t = 0, ...,n−1}, predict Xn.
In 2016, a deep neural network-based prediction model called DeepST was proposed, which can capture spatial
and temporal properties to predict citywide crowd flows [2]. The architecture of DeepST contains two parts: time
sequence part and external factors part. From the history observation, the time serials contains temporal closeness,
period and seasonal trend properties. The external factors have some related information with crowd flows prediction,
e.g., dayofweek, weekday/weekend and meteorological condition. Then convolution layers are employed to capture
the temporal closeness, period and seasonal trend properties, and the convolution layers output is fused followed by
three sequential convolutional layers. At last, this result is fused with the output of the external factors captured by
fully-connected layers and the prediction target Xn is obtained. And they built a real-time flow forecasting system
(called as UrbanFlow) based on the DeepST model.
In 2017 and 2018, a novel deep learning-based model (ST-ResNet) is presented shown in Figure 6 and the city is
partitioned by using a grid-based method for forecasting the crowd flows in each and every region of a city [43, 45].
Note, The model outperforms other classical time-series and deep learning prediction methods. Mostly like the
DeepST model, the ST-ResNet adds Residual Units and only one fusion component. The fusion step uses a parameter-
matrix-based fusion method,
XRes =Wc ◦XL+2c +Wp ◦XL+2p +Wq ◦XL+2q ∈ R2∗I∗J (3)
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Figure 6: The architecture of ST-ResNet. (The original ST-ResNet architecture is available in [43]). The model outperforms other classical
time-series and deep learning prediction methods.
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Figure 7: Residual Unit. (The original Residual Unit is available in [43]).
where ◦ is Hadamard product (i.e., element-wise multiplication), Wc, Wp and Wq are the learnable parameters that
adjust the degrees affected by closeness, period and trend, respectively. They concatenate the output of the three
components after fusion with the external component. To model citywide dependencies, they employ residual learning
in this ST-ResNet model, which has been demonstrated to be very effective for training super deep neural networks of
over 1000 layers [43, 63]. The residual unit used in the ST-ResNet is shown in Figure 7. But in short-term crowd flows
prediction problem, the residual network structure of ST-ResNet can be removed to get much more better performance,
because it’s not necessary to use the residual network structure to capture the distant spatial dependencies far away
from the target region. And the ST-ResNet also needs too many data to train the model, so it has not good performance
if we can’t get much available data [44]. Some researchers choose the ST-ResNet model as baseline to do further urban
crowd flows prediction tasks [43, 44], because it outperforms other deep learning-based methods before.
4.3.2. Traffic flow prediction
Traffic flow prediction plays an important role and is a hot research field in urban flow forecasting [64, 65, 66, 67],
because the taxi GPS data can access easily relatively and it can represent the citizens’s traffic behaviors without
the limitation of fixed lines. Fox example, Jiang et al. [68] developed a deep learning framework which transforms
geospatial data to images using Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) and residual networks for traffic prediction.
Wu et al. [39] proposed a novel model, which combines the CNN and RNN to capture the spatial-temporal features
as well as learn the importance of past traffic flow using attention mechanism. This method makes full use of the
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temporal and spatial characteristics of traffic flow to model and improve prediction performance. Since the forecast of
traffic flow is affected by complex factors such as temporal relationship, spatial correlation, and other external factors
(weather and events), it is more challenging to accurately predict traffic flow. Zhang et al. [69] studied a multitask
deep learning framework to simultaneously forecast the node flow and edge flow in the spatial-temporal networks.
The model outperforms 11 baselines and shows great prediction performance in traffic flow forecast.
4.3.3. Public transit flow prediction
As an important component of the urban public transportation system, the metro has been rapidly deployed in
the city because of its large capacity, high speed and high reliability, and it has attracted a large number of passen-
gers [70, 71, 72, 73]. Therefore, doing a good job of metro passenger flow forecast will not only help the metro
management department to manage passenger travel demand and optimize metro dispatch, but also help passengers
choose travel time and travel mode. Liu et al. [70] proposed an end-to-end deep learning model, named as DeepPF,
to forecast the metro inbound and outbound passenger flow. They combine all the influence factors, such as temporal
dependencies, spatial characteristics, metro operation properties and external environment factors to predict short-
term metro passenger flow. The experiment shows that the model has good prediction performance and can apply
to general conditions. We can find that it is feasible and effective to use the deep learning methods to capture the
temporal and spatial characteristics of metro data and predict the metro passenger flow. Ma et al. [71] analyzed the
metro data’s spatial-temporal characteristics and then developed a parallel framework which comprises convolutional
neural network (CNN) and bi-directional long short-term memory network (BLSTM) to forecast metro passenger
flow. The model was evaluated by Beijing metro network data and it outperformed traditional statistics methods. In
recent years, bike-sharing is becoming more popular in urban transportation because of providing flexible transport
mode and reducing the production of greenhouse gas. Chai et al. [74] proposed a novel multi-graph CNN method
to predict bike flow at station-level. This method give us a novel graph neural network perspective to study traffic
prediction.
4.4. Reinforcement learning-based methods
The reinforcement learning methods can usually be applied in traffic flow optimization problems. As we know,
traffic congestion is a tricky problem in urban that may lead to travel delays, increased fuel consumption and air pol-
lution. Hence, it is necessary to optimize traffic flow, make traffic control in advance, and alleviate traffic congestion.
To tackle these challenges, Erwin et al. [75] proposed a method based on reinforcement learning, which to optimize
traffic flow and using Q-learning to learn policies dictating the maximum driving speed allowed on a highway. The
model takes traffic prediction into account and controls traffic flow proactively. More importantly, it can further help
alleviate traffic congestion. Another example is to coordinate passenger inflow control problem on an urban rail transit
line in Shanghai. In order to reduce the frequency of metro passengers being stranded and ensure public safety, Jiang
et al. [76] presented a reinforcement learning-based method applied to study metro passenger inflow control strategy
in peak hours. These methods aim at found better optimization strategy using reinforcement learning algorithms and
further optimize current traffic flow, improve the efficiency of intelligent transportation systems. However, there are
few articles that combine deep learning and reinforcement learning to predict and optimize traffic flow, it will be a
promising research direction for the future.
4.5. Transfer learning-based methods
Using transfer learning methods to predict crowd flows is the novel direction for urban flows forecast in a data-
scarce city [77, 78]. A novel network for spatial-temporal prediction with region representation was developed [77],
as shown in Figure 8. The model’s objective is to minimize the squared error between predicted y˜t and real yt .
min
θ ∑t∈T
‖y˜t − yt‖2F (4)
This method focuses on finding inter-city region pairs that share similar patterns and then transfers knowledge from
data-adequate city (source city) to data-scarce city (target city). We can find that this method can use not too much
data to predict the crowd flows than other deep learning-based methods and can take full advantage of knowledge
from source city. But the model only shows good performance between two cities with similar patterns and it’s not
easy to find the matching function of the source regions and target regions.
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Figure 8: Deep Spatial-temporal Neural Network with Region Representations. (The original model is available in [77]).
5. Discussion
With the development of machine learning algorithms, especially deep learning methods are still very active, and
more open urban spatial-temporal datasets, many research works on urban flows forecast studies emerge during recent
years. In order to give researchers a clear research progress outline in the field and help them with further research,
we summarize the classic and representative works on urban flows forecast research during recent five years. We list
these recent works mentioned in above Section 4, as shown in Table 2.
In Table 2, we categorize these works into three categories by tasks they faced, datasets and used methods. The
abbreviations of some methods are given in Table 3. And then we will also list some open datasets to facilitate
researchers further dig in the field.
From the Table 2, we can find that deep learning is still be frequently used in solving many urban flows forecast
tasks, such as crowd flow prediction and traffic flow prediction. Due to more public transit data are becoming available
on research under the privacy protection agreement, we can see that there are some public transit flow forecast papers
using advanced machine learning algorithms. The works list in the Table 2 also give researchers good examples for
dealing with urban spatial-temporal flow forecast problems. Learn from these great previous works, we can conclude
that you can use statistics-based methods and traditional machine learning algorithms when addressing short-term
traffic flow prediction tasks. If you want to capture urban flows’ temporal dependency, spatial correlation simultane-
ously and further improve forecast performance, you can try to use deep learning-based methods, even a hybrid deep
learning-based method, these methods have shown excellent results in spatial-temporal flow forecast tasks. Recently,
reinforcement learning-based methods are often applied in urban traffic flow optimization problem, from few papers,
we also see the method combines traffic flow prediction using deep learning and traffic flow optimization using rein-
forcement learning, it shows a promising direction for urban flows study. At last, if you have very little traffic data at
hand, consider using a novel transfer learning approach. Compared to the data-hungry deep learning methods, it only
requires a small amount of data to learn a lot because it has an ability to take advantage of the knowledge learned from
the source domain.
6. Open challenges
In this article, we have reviewed how spatial-temporal data can be used to forecast urban flows. In dealing with
these datasets and choosing great analysis methods, some challenges still remain challenges of urban spatial-temporal
flows prediction are three-fold.
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Table 2: A summary of previous works about urban flows prediction.
Urban flows type Task Dataset Method Reference
Crowd flow
Human mobility prediction Mobile phone data Probabilistic kernel method [17]
Forecasting citywide crowd flows Beijing taxi GPS data, NYC taxi trajectory data and NYC bike data IGMRF and Bayesian network transit model [4]
Crowd flow forecasting TaxiBJ15, TaxiGY16, LoopGY16 and BikeNYC14 DNN [2]
Predicting citywide crowd flows TaxiBJ and BikeNYC CNN and Residual networks [43]
Citywide short-term crowd flows prediction MobileBJ and TaxiBJ CNN and LSTM [44]
Estimating People Flow GPS trace data of cars A probabilistic model based on collective graphical models [54]
Crowd flow prediction Bike data of New York City and Chicago Transfer learning-based framework [77]
Flow prediction in spatio-temporal networks TaxiBJ and TaxiNYC Multitask deep-learning framework [69]
Traffic flow
Short-term traffic flow forecasting PeMS sensors data SVR [51]
Short-term traffic flow prediction Traffic simulation data Linear conditional Gaussian Bayesian network [53]
Taxi movement NYC taxi data and Road network data Parallelization of the Dijkstra algorithm and statistics computations [64]
Traffic flow optimization Traffic simulation data Q-learning [75]
Short-term traffic flow prediction Traffic flow data DNN [38]
Short-term traffic forecast Traffic data LSTM [66]
Estimate citywide traffic volume Road network data, POI data, GPS trajectories, Weather conditions and Videos clips A hybrid framework(machine learning techniques+traffic flow theory) [65]
Short-term traffic flow forecasting UK traffic flow datasets A hybrid multimodal deep learning method [37]
Traffic flow prediction Traffic flow data CNN and GRU [39]
Traffic flow prediction Taxi GPS trajectory data CNN and LSTM [67]
Real-time traffic estimation at city-scale Road network data and SG taxi dataset Graph-parallel processing framework [55]
Taxi pick-up/drop-off NYC taxi trip data CNNs and Residual networks [68]
Public transit flow
Traffic prediction of bike-sharing system Four datasets (bike data and meteorology data) from NYC and D.C Hierarchical prediction model [62]
Metro stations crowd flows forecast Metro AFC record data Residual neural network framework [72]
Network-wide metro ridership prediction Metro ridership data CNN and BLSTM [71]
Optimize metro passenger inflow volume Metro data Reinforcement learning-based method [76]
Bike flow prediction Bike data of New York city and Chicago, Weather data Multi-graph convolutional networks [74]
Metro passenger flow prediction Metro data DNN [70]
Dealing with multiple influence factors. When we design our model, we may face following problems: what is
the main factor affects urban spatial-temporal flows and what are the minor but necessary factors for our given tasks.
For example, in this crowd flows prediction problem, we need consider the influence factors of spatial and temporal
scale, and other factors, such as weather, holidays, social events, traffic accidents, traffic jams and so on. The main
factors affecting urban flows discussed in the Introduction part of the paper may give you some inspirations.
Finding suitable data fusion methods. In order to improve our model’s performance, we often need more avail-
able datasets from various domains (traffic, weather, social) to train the deep learning-based model. However, we may
face those problems: how to choose the suitable datasets for our tasks and how to fuse these heterogenous data as
model input. Hence, it’s not trivial to investigate cross-domain data fusion methods to speed up the research.
Limitations in data sparsity. In practical scenario, some data are missing and failure due to sensor error, trans-
mission failure and storage loss. These incomplete/inaccurate flow data will reduce the prediction accuracy. We can
fill the missing value using some missing value filling methods. And transfer learning may be also a good choice to
deal with the data sparsity challenge.
Table 3: Abbreviations used in Table 2 and their corresponding terminologies (in order which they appear in Table 2).
IGMRF Intrinsic gaussian markov random fields
SVR Support vector regression
DNN Deep neural network
CNN Convolutional neural network
LSTM Long short-term memory
GRU Gated recurrent neural network
BLSTM Bi-directional long short-term memory network
7. Public urban spatial-temporal datasets
In order to help other researchers further participate and make more valuable works, we collect and organize
several related open datasets on this urban spatial-temporal forecast topic for you. Here are links of these datasets:
• NYC taxi data: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/tlc/about/tlc-trip-record-data.page .
• NYC bike data: https://www.citibikenyc.com/system-data .
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• San Francisco taxi data: https://crawdad.org/ crawdad/epfl/mobility/20090224/ .
• Weather and events data: https://www.wunderground.com/ .
• UK traffic flow datasets: http://data.gov.uk/dataset/highways-england-network-journey-time-and-traffic-flow-
data .
• Traffic flow data is available from the Illinois Department of Transportation: http://www.travelmidwest.com/ .
• Weather and climate data: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access .
• Chicago bike sharing data: https://www.divvybikes.com/system-data .
• NSW POI data: https://sdi.nsw.gov.au/catalog/search/resource/details.page?uuid=%7BC41F6FE5-1C56-4556-
9EC6-EC9BD7094BBB%7D .
• Road network data: http://networkrepository.com/road.php .
8. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we attempt to provide an overview of the field of urban spatial-temporal flows prediction during
2014-2019, which plays an increasingly significant role in urban computing research and has close relationship with
traffic management, land use and public safety. However, we are only able to cover a small fraction of work in this
rapid growing area of research. We still hope that this paper can provide you a ladder to do further research on
urban spatial-temporal flows prediction. Due to most methods are data-driven methods in the urban flows prediction
problem, we need to pay more attention to the data. This paper helps the reader in identifying problems with given
spatial-temporal datasets and some good choice of preprocessing or prediction methods to deal with urban flows
prediction problems. Although, the field of urban flows prediction has received much achievement, there are also
many open challenges need to be dealt with, such as how to fuse multiple source data simultaneously, how to decide
which influence factors are key factor for our problem and effectively solve the data sparsity problem. At last, we
hope to see more generative and practical urban flows prediction methods in solving urban challenges.
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